Radical America Hater (far-Leftist)
If this is you, you will most likely find nothing here that will convince you that your view
of the world is wrong. No amount of historical truth or factual evidence will overcome
the brainwashing that you have embraced that postulates that America, though factually
documented to have been an overall force for good in the world, should be remade in the
image of past socialistic or fascist governments or even destroyed entirely. So, don’t
waste your time. You can learn nothing since you already know all there is to know.
Anyway, even if what we reveal here is true, you don’t want to know about it because it
does not help to destroy America or contribute to your “victim mentality”. Best to move
on.
Patriotic Left-leaning Democrat or Skeptic
If you see yourself in this category, you are probably an American that still believes in
your country and seriously wants it to succeed. Maybe you don’t agree with many of the
policies that you see from the Far Right or even the Far Left and you are very focused on
social issues that need change. Or, maybe you just can’t believe all the things you keep
hearing about Islam since you know some “very nice Muslims”. After all, all of your
friends see things the same way too, so it must be correct.
But something may still not feel right.
As you think about the politics of the last few years, perhaps you are feeling a little
uneasy at the direction the Democratic Party has taken in regards to partnering with so
many in society that seem to be more and more anti-American and full of hate for
anything they do not agree with. Still, you haven’t spent much time really analyzing it.
Or, maybe you noticed the close ties the Democratic Administration has developed with
known terrorists or maybe you have even heard about Nancy Pelosi holding secret
Democratic fundraising sessions with un-indicted co-conspirators in the largest terrorism
funding trail in the history of the U.S. and you have serious doubts about what is going
on.
If this is you, we offer some information here that we hope will encourage you to think
for yourself about what those classified as “The Left” are doing to the future of America
by partnering with those that spend every waking moment thinking about how to bring
America to her knees. At some point, we all must realize that there is a much bigger
picture of national security and sovereignty than simply embracing any group because we
want to make a social point or don’t agree with a particular point of view. Politics change
every presidential cycle and social norms evolve over time. But, embracing the policy of
“the enemy of my enemy is my friend” is nothing more than a policy that always leads to
disaster when the enemy that is being embraced actually holds diametrically opposed
views from your own. Put another way, those that appease an alligator only get eaten last
(but still get eaten).
Take a moment to think about your values and consider the following questions

 Do you support self determination? Islam does not.
 Do you support the U.S. Constitution? Islamic interests seek to destroy it (yes,
they have said so).
 Do you think homosexuals should exist in society? Islam says kill them.
 Do you support women’s rights? Islam unequivocally denies them.
 Do you support tolerance and multi-culturalism? True Islam flatly rejects it. (the
moles in America like CAIR are playing you when they use the “tolerance” line)
 Do you think marrying a child at 9-11 years old is pedophilia? Islam doesn’t.
 Do you think you should be able voice your true feelings? Islam will kill you in
certain circumstances if you do.
 Do you believe that all human beings should be able to live without fear of death
threats or extermination? (see Tears of Jihad – over 270,000,000 massacred in the
name of Islam)
This is not even close to being an exhaustive list. But, if you really think about it, you
must be honest with yourself and ask the question, “Why am I aligning with those that I
fundamentally disagree with on so many core levels and that would ultimately seek to
destroy me after I help them destroy the founding principals of my country?”
Now, if you don’t believe that is what is actually happening, we challenge you to work
through this website and test out the tools offered here on your Muslim and liberal
friends. Use the “25 Questions to Ask Your Muslim Friends” section on our Stealth 1
page and you will quickly see the barriers go up and the denials begin to mount. Don’t
stop there. Take a serious look at The Religion of Peace website and see the daily global
atrocities in every country that Islam enters. Sign up for some daily email alerts at our
“Stay in the Loop” section and start opening your eyes to the truth of what is really
happening and what the Islamic world is actually doing and saying while their surrogates
in America smile to our faces and stab us in the back. Watch Internet videos of Muslims
holding press conferences professing “Islam is peace and tolerance” in America and then
going to the Middle East and speaking of hate and Shariah love in Arabic to Muslim
audiences. Learn about Shariah Law and come to know that every orthodox Muslim in
the world (if they follow their own religious texts) WANTS and will eventually
DEMAND the implementation of Shariah, no matter what the few and inconsequential
“moderate” apostate MINO Muslims say.
(MINO = Muslim in Name Only. The simple fact is - there is no such thing as a Muslim
that subscribes 100% to the U.S. Constitution. By the very definition of being a Muslim,
and according to any true Islamic scholar, it is impossible. The Constitution is a
complete political system. Islam is a COMPETING complete political system). Have you
ever thought about that?
The bottom line reality is that you, your friends and your family WILL deal with the
1400 year quest of Islam for global superiority sooner or later – one way or another. The
only question is: will you do it while it is still tamable and on your terms and under the
oversight of the U.S. Constitution, OR will you do it under a forced new culture and set

of rules that seek to control all aspects of not only the lives of Muslims but all nonMuslims as well (see Reliance of the Traveller) to be shocked at all of the requirements
of Shariah Law). What? You don’t believe it can happen here? Then you are totally
asleep. It is already happening everyday in exactly the way that the imperial religious
leader of Islam describes here .
If you are brave enough to examine the real evidence, take a look at what some of the
most liberal Leftists are beginning to say as they too are finally waking up to the true
realities of the Islamic agenda (no, not just from the” radicals”).

Whether you are willing to examine your core values or not, and whether you are willing
to spend time learning the real truth at this website will say a lot about your true character
and loyalty to your country. However, if you are not willing to be honest with yourself
and instead decide to keep your head buried in the sand, then we only ask – no, BEG you to do one thing:.....

Please stop allowing American’s enemies to co-opt your ignorance to
destroy our Homeland.
Your children and grandchildren will thank you for it.

